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■16 Loop PID Coprocessor
 F4-16PID

Outline

The F4-16PID module is a PID coprocessor module designed to execute up 

to 16 PID loops independently from the D4 series CPU. The F4-16PID reads 

process variables using a high speed intelligent bus interface and directly 

writes the PID output in the V memory of the D4 series CPU. Also, software 

that enables the configuration of PID loops by simple menu manipulation 

is available. Since the ladder program required for the CPU is minimized, it 

can reduce the effects of PID calculation, which largely uses floating-point 

arithmetic performed by the coprocessor, on the CPU scan time. As a result, 

while the coprocessor is executing high speed PID, the CPU can execute 

high speed discrete control. This architecture enables the F4-16PID to 

deliver higher performance than miniature PLCs in which PID instructions are 

incorporated into the instruction words.

Operation

Process variables (PV) is generally received from analog input and input 

modules such as thermocouples. The input value is copied in the process 

variable position by the ladder program of the user.

The PID module calculates the loop output value and saves it in the V memory 

for output. The user can write this value in the analog output channel, use it 

as the time ratio for discrete output, or send it to a loop that is different from 

the set point or a cascade loop.

All loop information is read from and writ ten in the V memory block 

designated by the user. Each loop that is set to ON requires 32 V memory 

positions. Since all loop parameters are stored in the V memory, any device 

that can read from and write in the V memory of the D4 series (instruction 

word programmers, programmable displays, etc.) can configure/adjust and 

monitor the loops.

General Speci cations

Items Specifications

Module Type Coprocessor, intelligent

Number of Loops Up to 16 units

Number of Modules per 

CPU
Up to 6 units, Any slots in the CPU base unit

PID Algorithm

PID type in the position or velocity form. Optionally, direct 

or reverse operation, error square root, and error square 

control can be designated.

Sample Rate
Designate the time interval between PV samples in the 

range of 0.1 to 999.9 in units of second or minute.

Automatic/Manual

When the internal relay (M) starts, the relevant loop 

becomes the automatic mode. When the loop is the 

manual mode, the PV alarm monitoring continues.

Square Root PV
In the case of flow control use, designate the square root 

of PV.

Limit SP
Regarding the allowable change in set points, designate 

the maximum value and minimum value.

Gain Designate the proportional gain (0.00 to 99.99).

Reset
Designate the reset time (0.1 to 999.9) in units of minute, 

second, millisecond, or microsecond.

Bumpless Switching I

If the loop is changed from manual to automatic, the bias 

and the set point are automatically initialized. With this 

function, the data can be transferred without causing 

rapid change.

Bumpless Switching II

When the module switches from manual to automatic, the 

bias is set so as to become equal to the output. Thus, 

without entering the set point again, the module can be 

switched to and from the automatic mode.

Limit Output
Designate the maximum value and the minimum value of 

the output range as on option.

Step Bias

When the set point changes greatly, the proportion bias is 

adjusted. Thus, the loop can be stabilized at high speed to 

prevent the output from exceeding the range. Use the step 

bias with normal adjusted bias operation.

Wind-up Prevention

If the PID type in the position format is designated, the 

reset operation stops when the PID output reaches 0 or 

100%. Select the adjusted bias operation or freeze the 

bias operation.

Rate
Designate the derivative time (0 to 999.9) in units of 

minute or second.

Rate Limiting

Designate the differential gain restricting coefficient that 

restricts PV to be used in the calculation of the derivative 

term. (99.99 to 00.01)

Error Dead Zone

Designate the increase and decrease values ("allowance") 

that are more than and less than the set point. The output 

is not changed in this section.

Error Square

If the error is squared, the effects that a small error have 

on the loop output can be minimized, but both "error 

square" and "error dead zone" control should be enabled.

20% Offset from PV

When inputting a 4 to 20 mA sender in the analog input 

module range (0 to 20 mA), designate a 20% offset from 

PV.

Weight 208 g

Alarm Speci cations

Items Specifications

Dead Zone
Designate the dead zone of alarms (0.1% to 5%) as to all 

alarms except the rate of change.

PV Alarm
Start the Q output or M depending on the conditions of 4 

alarm points.

PV Deviation

Start the Q output or M depending on the conditions of 4 

alarm points. Designate the alarm that indicates the PV 

deviation (top and bottom) from the set point value (yellow 

deviation) and the alarm that indicates a large PV deviation 

from the set point value (orange deviation).

Rate of Change
When the PV change is faster than the limit of the 

designated rate of change, start the Q output or M.

Transmitter Failure Monitor the PV to check if the transmitter has failed.


